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Abstract: RULES-3 Plus is a member of the RULES family of simple inductive learning
algorithms with successful engineering applications. However, it requires modiﬁcation in
order to be a practical tool for problems involving large data sets. In particular, efﬁcient mech-
anisms are needed for handling continuous attributes and noisy data. This article presents a new
rule induction algorithm called RULES-6, which is derived from the RULES-3 Plus algorithm.
The algorithm employs a fast and noise-tolerant search method for extracting IF-THEN rules
from examples. It also uses simple and effective methods for rule evaluation and handling of
continuous attributes. A detailed empirical evaluation of the algorithm is reported in this
paper. The results presented demonstrate the strong performance of the algorithm.
Keywords: classiﬁcation, inductive learning, rule induction, discretization, noise handling
1 INTRODUCTION
Classiﬁcation has numerous applications in mech-
anical engineering [1–3]. An automatic classiﬁer is
constructed by employing a set of precategorized
examples to develop a model that can handle new
examples from the same population. Inductive
learning techniques are particularly suited to the
construction of classiﬁers. They are simple and fast.
Another advantage is that they generate models
that are easy to understand. Finally, inductive learn-
ing classiﬁers are more accurate compared with
other classiﬁcation techniques.
Inductive learning techniques can be divided into
two main categories, namely, decision tree induction
and rule induction. There are a variety of algorithms
for building decision trees. The most popular are
CART [4], ID3 and its descendants C4.5 and C5.0
[5–9], SLIQ [10], SPRINT [11], and PUBLIC [12].
These learning systems are categorized as ‘divide-
and-conquer’ inductive systems [6]. The knowledge
induced by these systems is represented as decision
trees. A decision tree consists of internal nodes and
leaf nodes. Each internal node represents a test on
an attribute and each outgoing branch corresponds
to a possible result of this test. Each leaf node
represents a classiﬁcation to be assigned to an
example. To classify a new example, a path from
the root of the decision tree to a leaf node is ident-
iﬁed on the basis of the values of the attributes of
the example. The class at the leaf node represents
the predicted class for that example. Decision trees
are generated from training data in a top–down,
general-to-speciﬁc direction. The initial state of a
decision tree is the root node that is assigned all
the examples from the training set. If all examples
belong to the same class, then no further decisions
need to be made to partition the examples, and
the solution is complete. If examples at this node
belong to two or more classes, then a test is made
at the node, which will result in a split. The process
is recursively repeated for each of the new intermedi-
ate nodes until a completely discriminating tree is
obtained.
As with decision tree learning, there are many rule
induction algorithms. Among them are AQ [13–15],
CN2 [16, 17], RIPPER [18], and SLIPPER [19], which
can all be categorized as ‘separate-and-conquer’
inductive systems. In contrast to decision tree
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learning, rule induction directly generates IF-THEN
rules. Rule induction systems produce either an
unordered set of IF-THEN rules or an ordered set of
IF-THEN rules, also known as decision lists [20],
both including a default rule. To classify an instance
in the case of ordered rules, the ordered list of rules is
examined to ﬁnd the ﬁrst whose antecedent is satis-
ﬁed by the instance. The predicted class is then the
one nominated by this rule. If no rule antecedent is
satisﬁed, the instance is predicted to belong to the
default class. In the case of unordered rules, it is
possible for some instances to be covered by more
than one rule. To classify a new instance in this
case, some conﬂict resolution approach must be
employed. The general operation of separate-and-
conquer rule induction algorithms is the same.
They create the rule set one rule at a time. After a
rule is generated, the instances covered by it are
removed from the training data set and the same
induction procedure is applied to the remaining
data set until all the instances are covered by at
least one rule in the rule set.
RULES (RULe Extraction System) is a family of
inductive learning algorithms that follow the
separate-and-conquer rule induction approach. The
ﬁrst three algorithms in the RULES family (RULES-
1, 2, and 3) were developed by Pham and Aksoy
[21–23]. Later, the rule forming procedure of
RULES-3 was improved by Pham and Dimov [24]
and the new algorithm was called RULES-3 Plus.
Compared with its immediate predecessor RULES-3,
RULES-3 Plus has two new, strong features. First, it
employs a more efﬁcient search procedure instead
of the exhaustive search conducted in RULES-3.
Second, it incorporates a metric called the H
measure [25] for selecting and sorting candidate
rules according to their generality and accuracy.
RULES-3 does not employ any measure for assessing
the information content of rules. The ﬁrst incremen-
tal learning algorithm in the RULES family was
RULES-4 [26]. RULES-4 allows the stored knowledge
to be updated and reﬁned rapidly when new
examples are available. RULES-4 employs a short
term memory (STM) to store training examples
when they become available. The STM has a user-
speciﬁed size. When the STM is full, RULES-4
invokes RULES-3 Plus to generate rules. Pham et al.
[27] described another algorithm, also based on
RULES-3 Plus, called RULES-5, which can effectively
handle problems involving continuous attributes. As
with RULES-3 Plus, RULES-5 employs theHmeasure
for evaluating the quality of rules.
RULES-3 Plus has been employed for the extrac-
tion of classiﬁcation rules for solving different engin-
eering problems, e.g. the recognition of design form
features in CAD models for computer-aided process
planning [28], the mapping of manufacturing
information to design features [28], and the classiﬁ-
cation of defects in automated visual inspection
[29]. RULES-3 Plus still suffers from problems that
limit its efﬁciency and widespread use. One of the
main problems is that RULES-3 Plus learns a com-
plete and consistent rule set that tries to cover all
of the positive and none of the negative training
instances – instances of the target class (the class
of the training instance under consideration) in the
training set are called positive instances and
instances in the training set that do not belong to
the target class are called negative instances. In the
case of noisy data, this leads to the generation of
over-speciﬁc rules that overﬁt the training data. A
second problem is that the H measure is computa-
tionally complex and does not lead to the highest
level of predictive accuracy and generality. Finally,
continuous-valued attributes are discretized using a
simplistic equal-width approach before data are
passed to the learning system. This discretization
method is arbitrary and does not seek to discover
any information inherent in the data, thereby
hampering the ability of RULES-3 Plus to learn.
This paper presents RULES-6, a new rule induction
algorithm which addresses the weaknesses of the
RULES-3 Plus algorithm. In particular, it employs a
new noise-tolerant search method which relaxes
the consistency constraint and uses search-space
pruning rules which signiﬁcantly reduce the search
time. It also adopts a simple metric for rule evalu-
ation and a more robust method for handling con-
tinuous attributes. These enhancements enable the
efﬁcient generation of accurate and compact rule
sets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy
reviews RULES-3 Plus. Section 3 gives a detailed
description of the RULES-6 algorithm. Section 4 dis-
cusses the evaluation of the performance of RULES-6
using real data. Section 5 concludes the paper and
provides suggestions for future work.
2 RULES-3 PLUS ALGORITHM
The RULES-3 Plus algorithm works in an iterative
fashion. In each iteration, it takes a seed example
not covered by previously created rules to form a
new rule. Having found a rule, RULES-3 Plus
removes those examples that the rule covers from
the training set, by marking them, and appends a
rule at the end of its rule set. The algorithm stops
when all examples in the training set are covered.
This produces an unordered set of complete and
consistent rules. It should be noted that only the
examples covered by previously formed rules are
marked in order to stop RULES-3 Plus from repeat-
edly ﬁnding the same rule. However, these examples
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are used to guide the specialization process and to
assess the accuracy and generality of each newly
formed rule. Considering the whole set of examples
when forming rules, RULES-3 Plus is less prone to
the fragmentation problem (i.e. the amount of avail-
able data reducing as induction progresses) [30, 31]
and the small disjuncts problem (i.e. rules covering
few training examples having a high error rate)
[32–36]. As a result, a compact rule set can be
obtained.
To form a rule, RULES-3 Plus performs a general-
to-speciﬁc beam search for the most general and
consistent rule. It starts with the most general rule
and specializes it in steps considering only con-
ditions extractable from the selected seed example.
The aim of specialization is to construct a rule that
covers the seed example and as many positive
examples as possible while excluding all negative
examples. The result is a rule that is consistent and
as general as possible.
To assess the information content of each newly
formed rule, RULES-3 Plus uses a metric called
the H measure. As mentioned previously, this is a
computationally complex measure that does not
discriminate well between rules of different qualities.
The algorithm deals with attributes having continu-
ous values by dividing the range of each attribute
into a ﬁxed number of intervals using the equal-
width discretization method. With this method,
the number of intervals for each attribute is speciﬁed
by the user. From the given set of examples, RULES-3
Plus constructs a new set for which the values of all
continuous attributes are represented by appropriate
intervals. Induction is then carried out with the new
set of examples, the intervals being treated as any
other value.
A pseudo-code description of the RULES-3 Plus
algorithm and a simple example clearly illustrating
its operation can be found in reference [24].
3 RULES-6 ALGORITHM
RULES-6 stands for ‘RULe Extraction System –
Version 6’. A pseudo-code description of RULES-6
is given in Fig. 1. Like its predecessors in the
RULES family, RULES-6 extracts rules by processing
one example at a time. The algorithm ﬁrst selects a
seed example, the ﬁrst example in the training set
not covered by previously created rules, and then
calls the Induce-One-Rule procedure to extract a
rule that covers that example. Following this, all cov-
ered examples are marked, the learned rule is added
to the rule set, and the process repeated until all
examples in the training set have been covered. The
Induce-One-Rule procedure is outlined in Fig. 2.
The Induce-One-Rule procedure searches for rules
by carrying out a pruned general-to-speciﬁc search.
The search aims to generate rules which cover as
many examples from the target class and as few
examples from the other classes as possible, while
ensuring that the seed example remains covered. As
a consequence, simpler rules that are not consistent,
but are more accurate for unseen data, can be
learned. This contrasts with the rule forming pro-
cedure of the RULES-3 Plus algorithm, which
restricts its search to only those rules that are com-
pletely consistent with the training data, leading to
overﬁtting if the data is noisy.
A beam search is employed to ﬁnd the best rule.
This is done by using two rule lists named Partial-
Rules and NewPartialRules. PartialRules, which is
the same size as the beam width w, stores the w
best partial rules during the specialization process.
Only the rules in this list are considered for further
specialization. NewPartialRules is used to save valid
partial rules obtained by specializing the rules in
Partial Rules. The learning of single rules starts with
the most general rule whose body is empty (step 1
in Fig. 2) and specializes it by incrementally adding
conditions to its body (step 3 in Fig. 2). Possible con-
ditions are attribute-value pairs of the selected seed
example. In the case of nominal attributes, con-
ditions of the form [Ai ¼ vis] are created, where vis
is the value of Ai in the selected seed example s. In
the case of continuous attributes, a prior discretiza-
tion method is used to split the range of each attri-
bute into a number of smaller intervals that are
then regarded as nominal values. For each condition,
a new rule is formed by appending a condition to the
current rule that differs from the conditions already
included in the rule. The score of each new rule is
computed and the rule with the best accuracy is
remembered (step 4 in Fig. 2). The new rule is then
inserted into the NewPartialRules list (step 9 in
Fig. 2) unless one of the conditional tests (step 5, 6,
or 7 in Fig. 2) prevents this because it is deemed
that no improved rule will be obtained from the
new rule. In the latter case, the new rule is regarded
Fig. 1 A pseudo-code description of RULES-6
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as ineffective and additional specializations will not
improve the values for the quality measure. If the
new rule is discarded, the last attribute value used
to form it is added to the set of attribute values
(InvalidValues) of its immediate parent, the current
rule, so as to ensure that it will be removed from
the other specializations of the same parent rule
(step 8 in Fig. 2). Thus, the NewPartialRules list
Fig. 2 A pseudo-code description of the Induce_One_Rule procedure. PartialRules, a list of rules to
be specialized and NewPartialRules, a new list of rules to be used for further specializations
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only contains useful rules that can be employed for
further specialization. This process is repeated until
there are no remaining rules to be specialized in
the PartialRules list.
Another test that allows sections of the search
space to be pruned away is now applied to each
rule in the NewPartialRules list after the best rule
overall in the current specialization step is identiﬁed.
Rules that satisfy the conditional test at step 10 are
removed from the NewPartialRules list (step 11 in
Fig. 2), because they will not lead to improved
rules. The last attribute values used to generate
these rules are added to the InvalidValues of their
parents (step 12 in Fig. 2). All InvalidValues are
then deleted from the corresponding set of Valid-
Values for each rule in the NewPartialRules list
(step 13 in Fig. 2). Such values cannot lead to a
viable specialization from any point in the search
space that can be reached via identical sets of
specializations and thus excluding them will prevent
the unnecessary construction of ineffective specializ-
ations at subsequent specialization steps.
After eliminating all duplicate rules, the bestw rules
from the NewPartialRules list are chosen to replace all
rules in the PartialRules list (step 14 in Fig. 2). The
comparison between rules is based on the quality
measure deﬁned in section 3.1. If two rules have an
equal quality measure, the simpler rule, in other
words, the one with fewer conditions, is selected. If
both the quality measure and the number of con-
ditions of the rules are the same, the more general
rule that covers more instances is chosen.
The specialization process is then repeated until
the PartialRules list becomes empty (step 2 in
Fig. 2) owing to the tests at steps 5, 6, 7, and 10. It
should be noted that the PartialRules and NewPar-
tialRules lists are reused after each iteration. During
specialization, the best rule obtained is stored and
returned at the end of the procedure. In RULES-3
Plus, the specialization process stops once a consist-
ent rule that covers the seed example has been
formed and this rule is taken as the best one. It
should be noted that consistent rules having a very
low coverage might be discovered in the early
stages of the rule generation process and stopping
the search process once a consistent rule has been
found might lead to the generation of non-optimal
rules. However, if the search process continues,
more general rules might be created.
The following sections discuss the key ideas under-
lying RULES-6 in greater detail.
3.1 Rule quality metric
Given that the rule induction process could be con-
ceived as a search process, a metric is needed to
estimate the quality of rules found in the search
space and to direct the search towards the best
rule. The rule quality measure is a key element in
rule induction. In real-world applications, a typical
objective of a learning system is to ﬁnd rules that
optimize a rule quality criterion that takes both train-
ing accuracy and rule coverage into account so that
the rules learned are both accurate and reliable.
A quality measure must be estimated from the
available data. All common measures are based on
the number of positive and negative instances cov-
ered by a rule. Several different metrics are used in
the existing algorithms. These include purity (uti-
lized in GREEDY [30] and SWAP-1 [37]), information
content (employed in PRISM [38]), entropy (adopted
in the original version of the CN2 algorithm [16]), the
metric applied in RIPPER [18], and accuracy (used in
I-REP [39] and PROLOG [40]). The problem of the
ﬁrst four measures is that they attain their optimal
values when no negative instances are covered. For
example, a rule r1 that only covers one positive
instance scores more highly than a rule r2 covering
999 positive instances and one negative instance.
Also, they do not aim to cover many positive
instances. For example, a rule r3 that covers 100 posi-
tive and 10 negative examples is deemed of identical
value to another rule r4 that covers 10 000 positive
and 1000 negative examples. As a result, these
metrics tend to select very speciﬁc rules covering
only a small number of instances. This is undesirable
as rules covering few instances are unreliable,
especially where there is noise in the data. The accu-
racy of these rules on the training data does not ade-
quately reﬂect their true predictive accuracy on new
test data. The problem of the accuracy measure, as
pointed out by Cohen [18], is that this measure
sometimes does not lead to a satisfactory behaviour.
For example, it favours a rule r5 that covers 2000
positive and 1000 negative examples over a rule r6
that covers 1000 positive and only one negative
example.
One of the popular metrics that penalize rules with
low coverage is the Laplace accuracy estimate (used
in CN2 [17]), COVER [41, 42], and several other
algorithms). The Laplace formula is given by
LaplaceAccuracy(nclass,ncovered,k) ¼ nclass þ 1
ncovered þ k (1)
where k is the number of classes, nclass is the number
of positive instances covered by the rule, and ncovered
is the number of instances covered by the rule. The
Laplace function balances accuracy against general-
ity. In general, it prefers rules that cover more posi-
tive instances over rules that cover fewer instances
and also prefers rules with a lower proportion of
the cover that is negative over those for which that
A simple rule induction algorithm 1123
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proportion is higher. Segal [43] showed that the
Laplace estimate has the desirable property of
taking into account both accuracy and coverage
when estimating rule accuracy. However, it has a
problem when learning rules with less than 50 per
cent training accuracy. The Laplace estimate does
not satisfy the requirement that the rule quality
value should rise with increased coverage. Cestnik
[44] also conducted experiments in four medical
domains and his results indicated that the Laplace
accuracy estimate was often unrealistic, especially
in multi-class decision problems. This occurred
because of the assumption that underlies Laplace
accuracy estimate, namely, the a priori distribution
is uniform.
A more general version of the Laplace estimate,
called the m-probability-estimate, has been devel-
oped by Cestnik [44] and is deﬁned as follows
mAccuracy(nclass,ncovered,k) ¼ nclass þmP0(Ct)
ncovered þm (2)
where P0(Ct) is the a priori probability of the target
class Ct and m is a domain dependent parameter.
The value of m is related to the amount of noise in
the domain.m can be small if little noise is expected
and should increase if the amount of noise is sub-
stantial. The Laplace estimate can be obtained from
the m-probability-estimate when m is set to k, the
total number of classes, and P0(Ct) is assumed to be
uniform. It should be noted that the m-probability-
estimate generalizes the Laplace estimate so that
rules that cover no instances will be evaluated with
the a priori probability instead of the value 1/k,
which is more ﬂexible and convenient.
The performance of the H measure and the seven
quality measures mentioned earlier when used with
the RULES-6 algorithm was evaluated empirically
[45]. The evaluation was carried out on a large
number of data sets and the results showed that
the m-probability-estimate outperformed the other
measures. Therefore, RULES-6 employs the
m-probability-estimate (equation (2)) to select the
best rule (step 4 in Fig. 2) and to decide on the best
specializations to retain (step 14 in Fig. 2) after
each specialization step. In RULES-6, the m value is
set to k and the a priori probability P0(Ct) is assumed
to be equal to the training accuracy of the empty rule
that predicts the target class, namely
P0(Ct) ¼ nCt
N
(3)
where nCt is the number of instances in the target
class Ct and N is the total number of instances in
the training data set. This version of the Laplace
accuracy estimate is a good choice because it has a
strong theoretical background [46] and it meets the
requirements of a good estimation function.
For the examples mentioned earlier, if it is
assumed that k equals 2 and that both the total
numbers of positive and negative instances are
equal, the rule r1 that only covers one positive
instance scores 0.667 and the rule r2 that covers 999
positive instances and one negative instance scores
0.998. Scores of the rules r3, r4, r5, and r6 with positive
and negative coverages of (100, 10), (10 000, 1000),
(2000, 1000), and (1000, 1) are 0.902, 0.909, 0.667,
and 0.998, respectively. Therefore, rules r2, r4, and
r6 are considered better than rules r1, r3, and r5,
which seems intuitively correct. This indicates that
the m-probability-estimate prefers rules that cover
many positive instances and few negative instances,
thus being biased towards ﬁnding general rather
than more speciﬁc rules.
3.2 Search-space pruning rules
The size of the search space for inducing one rule
grows exponentially with both the number of attri-
butes used to describe each instance and the
number of values allowed for each attribute. More-
over, the iterative nature of rule induction algorithms
suggests that the computational requirements would
be high on large data sets even with the reduced
search spaces considered by algorithms such as
RULES-6. Therefore, an efﬁcient search method is
essential in order for a learning algorithm to handle
large data sets.
The search space can be efﬁciently organized by
taking advantage of a naturally occurring structure
over the hypothesis space that exists for any classiﬁ-
cation learning problem – a general-to-speciﬁc
partial ordering of hypotheses [47]. This structure
implies that all specializations of a rule cover a
monotonically decreasing number of positive and
negative instances. This organization property pro-
vides a powerful source of constraints on the
search performed by the RULES-6 algorithm.
RULES-6 constrains the search space by employing
the four pruning rules listed in Table 1. These prun-
ing rules remove portions of the search space that do
not maximize the quality measure, thus signiﬁcantly
speeding up the search process. Although the rules
Table 1 Search-space pruning rules employed by RULES-6
(1) If Covered_Positives (r)4MinPositives Then Prune (r)
(2) If Covered_Negatives (r)–Covered_Negatives
(r0)4MinNegatives Then Prune (r0)
(3) If Consistency (r) ¼ 100% Then Prune (r)
(4) If Optimistic_Score (r)4 Score (BestRule) Then Prune (r)
r0 is any specialization of rule r and Prune (r) indicates that the
children of r should not be searched.
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removed by the pruning rules are relatively poor
rules, pruning rules improve performance without
affecting the quality of the learned rules.
The effectiveness of these pruning rules depends
upon how efﬁciently they can be implemented and
upon the regularity of the data to which the search
is applied. The remainder of this section describes
the pruning rules in detail.
The pruning rules in Table 1 are derived from the
following ideas. As the aim of specialization is to
ﬁnd a rule that maximizes the quality measure,
further specialization of a rule can be stopped the
moment it becomes clear that additional specializ-
ation will not improve the quality measure for the
rule. Furthermore, in order to reduce the number
of specialization steps and thus speed up the learn-
ing process, a rule ought to be an improvement
over its parent. If this is not the case, the rule
should not be further specialized. Finally, as only
one solution is sought, further specialization of a
rule can be terminated when it cannot improve on
the current best rule.
The ﬁrst pruning rule (step 5 in Fig. 2) is used to
stop further specialization when the number of posi-
tive instances covered by a rule is below a threshold
(MinPositives) and thus can be viewed as implement-
ing a form of prepruning. Such specializations are
deemed ineffective as the goal is to ﬁnd rules that
cover as many positive instances as possible. In
RULES-6, MinPositives is a user-speciﬁed parameter.
The value of this parameter should be kept low,
especially in domains that are free of noise, to
avoid generating over-simpliﬁed rule sets. An appro-
priate empirical range for this parameter is between
1 and 5. This pruning rule requires almost no
additional overhead to employ, as the number of
positive instances covered by a rule must, in any
case, be determined to calculate its accuracy. Section
4.1 gives empirical evidence that this pruning rule
reduces the learning time of RULES-6 without
decreasing the accuracy of its rule sets.
The second pruning rule (step 6 in Fig. 2) discards
descendants of a rule that does not exclude at least
some new negative instances. A rule that does not
remove any new negative instances is deemed inef-
fective as either it excludes positive instances only
or it keeps the covered instances unchanged. With
greater values of the minimum number of removed
negative instances (MinNegatives), this pruning
rule ensures that each specialization step changes a
rule signiﬁcantly. As a result, part of the search
space can be eliminated in the early stages of the
rule specialization process, which speeds up the
execution of the algorithm. In RULES-6, MinNega-
tives is a parameter of the algorithm that can be
speciﬁed by the user. An appropriate empirical
range for this parameter is between 1 and 5. As is
the case for the ﬁrst pruning rule; no additional over-
head is required to employ this pruning rule as the
number of negative instances covered by a rule
must be determined for the quality measure. Section
4.1 shows that this pruning rule improves the quality
of the generated rules and speeds up the execution of
the algorithm.
The third pruning rule (step 7 in Fig. 2) avoids
expanding rules that have become consistent. The
reason is that any further specialization will only
decrease the number of positive instances covered
by these rules and therefore yield lower values for
the quality measure. It should be noted that the
best overall rule will still be returned because the
best rule is retained after each specialization step.
Again, no additional overhead is required to use
this pruning rule. Section 4.1 demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of this pruning rule.
The fourth pruning rule (step 10 in Fig. 2) removes
all specializations of a rule if its optimistic value of
the quality measure cannot improve on the current
best rule. The optimistic value can be determined
by observing that the specialization of a rule can
only make it become more speciﬁc and thereby
decrease the number of instances that it covers. As
the quality measure is highest when positive cover
is maximized and negative cover is minimized, a
simple optimistic value is obtained by determining
the quality measure of a rule with the same positive
cover as the current rule but with a negative cover
of zero. If this value is lower than that for the current
best rule, specialization is terminated because none
of the rule specializations can improve on the current
best value. Section 4.1 conﬁrms that this pruning rule
improves the quality of the rule sets of RULES-6
substantially and reduces its learning time.
Clearly, the effectiveness of this pruning rule
depends on the value of the current best rule. In
general, the larger the best rule value, the greater
the search space that can be removed. As a result,
the implementation of the fourth pruning rule is
delayed until the best overall rule in the current
specialization step is determined. In this way, the
performance of this rule is maximized. It should be
noted that when all rules at a certain specialization
level satisfy any of the aforementioned pruning
rules, the PartialRules set becomes empty. This
terminates the search for the best rule (step 2 in
Fig. 2).
The pruning rules discussed earlier only remove
specializations of rules that are guaranteed not to
be a solution. The effect of these rules can be maxi-
mized on the basis of the following ideas. If it can
be determined that an attribute value used to
specialize a certain rule in the search space cannot
lead to a solution, then it follows that no solution
can result from the application of such an attribute
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value to the other specializations of this rule. This
can be justiﬁed as follows. Consider the rule
r ¼ A ^ C! target class, where condition C is used
to specialize a conjunct A. Let p ¼ A ^ B ^ C!
target class be another rule where conditions B and
C are successively used to specialize the same con-
junct A. If rule r resulting from the application of
condition C to conjunct A does not cover any positive
instances, then it follows that rule r will not be con-
sidered for further specialization according to the
ﬁrst pruning rule. Furthermore, as conjunct A ^ B is
a specialization of conjunct A, it must cover fewer
instances than those covered by A. As a result, rule
p resulting from the application of condition C to
conjunct A ^ B will also not cover any positive
instances and consequently rule p should also be
excluded from further specialization.
A similar argument demonstrates that if the
application of condition C to conjunct A causes rule
r to be discarded according to any of the other prun-
ing rules in Table 1, then it follows that rule p should
also be discarded as it covers a subset of instances
covered by rule r.
The aforementioned idea can be implemented by
maintaining and manipulating for each rule, r, a sep-
arate list containing all possible attribute values,
r.ValidValues, that can be applied in the search
space below r. Initially, the list contains all the nom-
inal attribute values. A rule is specialized only by
appending values to it, provided that the attributes
of such values do not already appear in the rule.
Each value that is appended to a rule is removed
from its r.ValidValues list. When the rule is special-
ized, the values are examined to determine if any
values can be pruned away. Any values that can be
pruned away are deleted from r.ValidValues to pre-
vent the unnecessary construction of ineffective
specializations at subsequent specialization steps.
New rules are then created for each of the attribute
values remaining in r.ValidValues.
3.3 Discretization method
As most real-world applications of classiﬁcation
learning involve continuous-valued attributes, prop-
erly handling these attributes is important. Discreti-
zation of the data is one possibility. The usual
approach to discretization of continuous-valued
attributes is to perform this discretization prior to
the learning process [48–52]. First, all continuous
attributes in the data are discretized to obtain a dis-
crete data set. Then, learning algorithms are applied
to this discretized data set.
Several prior discretization methods have been
developed. The equal-width method proposed by
Wong and Chiu [53] and used in the RULES-3 Plus
algorithm is perhaps the simplest discretization
procedure. It simply involves dividing the range of
a continuous variable into l equal intervals, where l
is a user-deﬁned parameter. As the equal-width
approach considers neither the distribution of the
values of the continuous attribute nor the depen-
dency between the class label and the continuous
attribute, it is likely that classiﬁcation information
will be lost as a result of combining values that are
closely associated with different classes into the
same interval. Furthermore, the number of intervals
has a strong impact on performance. If too many
intervals are speciﬁed, the learned model will be
complex. If too few intervals are speciﬁed, infor-
mation that can be used to distinguish instances
will be lost.
The 1R Discretizer method introduced by Holte
[54] is a simple example of supervised discretization.
This method ﬁrst sorts the values of a continuous
attribute in ascending order and then puts instances
having equal values or having the same class label
into one interval. Adjacent intervals can then be
merged if they share the same majority class label.
To avoid too many intervals being generated, each
interval must include at least a prespeciﬁed
number of instances.
A number of entropy-based discretization algor-
ithms have been developed [55, 56]. They are
mostly inspired by Quinlan’s decision tree induction
algorithms ID3 and C4.5 [6, 7]. Themethod of Fayyad
and Irani [56] is similar to that of Catlett [55], but
employs an elegant test based on the minimum
description length (MDL) principle to determine a
stopping criterion for the recursive discretization
strategy. Moreover, the method takes advantage of
the fact [57] that the optimal cut points when discre-
tizing a continuous attribute using an average class
entropy evaluation function can only be selected
from a set called the boundary points. This can be
used to improve the efﬁciency of the discretization
algorithm, where the algorithm need only examine
the boundary points of each continuous attribute
rather than all its distinct values.
The aforementioned methods are heuristic
techniques and, therefore, they cannot guarantee
ﬁnding the optimal discretization. However, their
efﬁciency makes them attractive choices in practical
applications. In recent years, several optimization
techniques for discretization of continuous-valued
attributes have been developed [58–63]. The opti-
mum discretization method of Cai [63] is an efﬁcient
algorithm using an evaluation function based on the
MDL principle. The optimal number of intervals is
obtained by searching only the boundary points’
search space of each continuous attribute and
selecting those points that optimize the evaluation
metric.
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The experimental results of many studies [63–66]
have indicated that the choice of a discretization
method depends on both the data to be discretized
and the learning algorithm. The performance of the
four discretization methods mentioned earlier
when used with the RULES-6 algorithm was evalu-
ated empirically [45]. The evaluation was carried
out on a large number of data sets and the results
showed that the performance of the RULES-6 algor-
ithm signiﬁcantly improved when continuous-
valued attributes were discretized using the entropy
method. As a result, this discretization method is
adopted for use with RULES-6.
4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF RULES-6
This section reports on a series of experiments to
assess the performance of the RULES-6 algorithm.
First, an empirical evaluation of the pruning rules
of RULES-6 was presented. Experiments were
conducted to explore the relative contribution of
each of these rules to the performance of the algor-
ithm. Second, RULES-6 was compared with its
immediate predecessor RULES-3 Plus and with the
well-known inductive learner C5.0, which is probably
the best performing induction algorithm commer-
cially available.
Three criteria were used to evaluate the perform-
ance of the tested algorithms, namely, classiﬁcation
accuracy, rule set complexity, and execution time.
Classiﬁcation accuracy is obviously the most import-
ant criterion in most induction tasks. It is deﬁned as
the percentage of instances from the test set that
were correctly classiﬁed when the rules developed
from the corresponding training set were applied.
The complexity of a rule set is commonly measured
by the total number of rules or total number of con-
ditions in that rule set. The assessment of the
execution time is more difﬁcult because of uncer-
tainties in computer systems. The time measures
considered here are the total CPU time in seconds
and the number of rules evaluated during the
search process. All execution times were obtained
on a Pentium IV computer with a 2.4 GHz processor,
512 MB of memory, and Windows NT 4.0 operating
system.
In order to draw reliable conclusions about the
behaviour of the learning algorithms, 40 data sets
(listed in Table 2) were considered. All data sets
were obtained from the University of California at
Irvine (UCI) repository of machine learning data-
bases [67]. These data sets are commonly used to
evaluate machine learning algorithms. They are
representative of many different types of classiﬁ-
cation learning problems. They differ in the
number of learning instances that are available, the
degree of noise in these instances, the number of
classes and the proportion of instances belonging
to each class, the number of nominal and conti-
nuous-valued attributes used to describe the
instances, and the application area from which the
data were obtained.
In the experiments conducted in this study, the
hold-out approach was used to partition the data
into training and test data [68, 69]. For large data
sets with more than 1000 instances, each set was
randomly divided once into a training set with two-
thirds of the data and a test set with the remaining
one-third. For small data sets with fewer than 1000
instances, the previously described procedure was
repeated 10 times and the results were averaged.
4.1 Evaluation of the search-space pruning rules
To evaluate the relative effectiveness of each of the
search-space pruning rules given in Table 1, the
RULES-6 algorithm was employed to ﬁnd rule sets
using ﬁrst none of the pruning rules and then using
each individual rule. Results are also reported for the
case where all pruning rules were employed. In this
experiment, the data sets from Table 2 were used
and the beam width, MinPositives, and MinNegatives
parameters were set to 8, 2, and 1, respectively.
Table 3 presents the number of rules explored for
each search method. Also given is the percentage
by which the number of rules examined is reduced
by the addition of each pruning rule. This equals
(a2 b)/b100, where a is the number of rules
explored when no pruning rules were applied and b
is the number of rules considered using the added
pruning rule(s). A rule is deemed to have been
examined if it is generated at step 3 of the RULES-6
algorithm (Fig. 2).
As can be seen, the addition of each pruning rule
reduced the number of rules that RULES-6 had to
process for all the data sets. Further, in many cases,
the magnitude of this reduction was very large. For
example, for the Sonar data set, the number of
rules to explore dropped by 99.4 per cent (from
282 406 to 1823) when all the four rules were applied.
It is also notable that the second pruning rule has the
largest impact on the number of rules examined. The
order of importance of the remaining pruning rules
appeared to be as follows: fourth pruning rule
(most important), ﬁrst pruning rule, and third
pruning rule (least important).
Table 4 shows the execution time in CPU seconds
for each additional pruning rule. The percentage
reduction in the execution time for each search
method is also indicated. For all the data sets, the
addition of the pruning rules resulted in a decrease
in computation time. It is worth noting the
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computation times for the Anneal, Chess, Hypothyr-
oid, Ionosphere, Promoter, Sick-euthyroid, Sonar,
Soybean-large, and Tokyo data sets.
Table 5 presents the complexity of the rule sets
generated with each of the pruning rules. The per-
centage reduction in the number of conditions
obtained with each experiment is also given.
Table 6 shows the classiﬁcation accuracies obtained
with each of the pruning rules. The percentage
increase in the classiﬁcation accuracy achieved
with each condition is also given. A number of results
are notable. First, the application of the third and
fourth pruning rules resulted in a minor increase in
the complexity of the rule sets. Second, the other
pruning rules caused a large reduction in the com-
plexity of the rule sets and this reduction resulted
in an improved classiﬁcation accuracy in most
cases. For example, for the Satimage data set, the
number of conditions dropped from 1909 to 664,
whereas the accuracy increased from 82.0 to 82.9
per cent when all the pruning rules were employed.
4.2 Comparison with RULES-3 Plus
This section describes an empirical study to
compare RULES-6 with RULES-3 Plus. Table 7 lists
the results obtained. As can be seen from the table,
the performance obtained by RULES-6 was impress-
ive. There were considerable improvements in
classiﬁcation accuracy for 25 data sets. For data
sets Abalone, German-organization, Glass2, Heart-
Hungarian, Hepatitis, Horse-colic, Lymphography,
Shuttle, Sick-euthyroid, and Vehicle, the improve-
ments were more obvious. The accuracy degraded
for 11 data sets. For the remaining four data sets,
equivalent results were obtained. It can also be
seen from the table that RULES-6 produced much
more compact rule sets than RULES-3 Plus. The
total number of rules decreased by 88.5 per cent
(from 11 654 to 1342). Also, the total number of
conditions dropped by 95.7 per cent (from 101 787
to 4361). The reduction in the number of rules and
number of conditions for the Adult data set is
Table 2 Summary of the data sets used in the experiments [67]
Data set name
Number of
instances
Number of nominal
attributes
Number of continuous
attributes
Number of
classes
Abalone 4177 1 7 29
Adult 48 842 8 6 2
Anneal 898 32 6 6
Australian 690 8 6 2
Auto 205 10 15 6
Balance-scale 625 0 4 3
Breast 699 0 10 2
Breast-cancer 286 9 0 2
Car 1728 6 0 4
Chess 3196 36 0 2
Cleve 303 7 6 2
Crx 690 9 6 2
Diabetes 768 0 8 2
German 1000 13 7 2
German organization 1000 12 12 2
Glass2 163 0 9 2
Heart-disease 270 0 13 2
Heart-Hungarian 294 5 8 2
Hepatitis 155 13 6 2
Horse-colic 368 15 7 2
Hypothyroid 3163 18 7 2
Ionosphere 351 0 34 2
Iris 150 0 4 3
Lymphography 148 15 3 4
Monk1 556 6 0 2
Monk2 601 6 0 2
Monk3 554 6 0 2
Mushroom 8124 22 0 2
Promoter 106 57 0 2
Satimage 6435 0 36 6
Segment 2310 0 19 7
Shuttle 58 000 0 9 7
Sick-euthyroid 3163 18 7 2
Sonar 208 0 60 2
Soybean-large 683 35 0 19
Splice 3190 61 0 3
Tic-tac-toe 958 9 0 2
Tokyo 961 0 46 2
Vehicle 699 0 18 4
Vote 435 16 0 2
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particularly notable. The fewer and more general
rules created by the RULES-6 algorithm made it
much faster than RULES-3 Plus as indicated in
Table 7. The total number of evaluations fell by
94.8 per cent (from 3966 753 to 204 652) and this
was accompanied by a total reduction of 97.6 per
cent in the execution time from 33 294 to 805 s.
These results conﬁrm that RULES-6 is more robust
to noise and more accurate than RULES-3 Plus.
4.3 Comparison with C5.0
RULES-6 was compared with C5.0 for the 40 data sets
listed in Table 2. C5.0 has a facility to generate a set of
pruned production rules from a decision tree. Table 8
presents the results for each algorithm on each data
set. In each case, the accuracy of the test data and the
complexity of the resulting rule sets are given. The
number of rules was taken as a measure of the com-
plexity of the rule set. A complexity of 1 was assigned
to the default rule.
It is clear from Table 8 that the accuracy obtained
by RULES-6 was, in total, higher than that of C5.0. In
addition, RULES-6 achieved higher accuracies for 19
out of 40 data sets, whereas C5.0 yielded better accu-
racies for 17 out of 40 data sets. Both algorithms
achieved similar accuracies for the remaining four
data sets. It is also clear from the table that, in
total, RULES-6 created fewer rules than C5.0.
Table 7 Results for RULES-3 Plus and RULES-6
RULES-3 Plus RULES-6
Data set name
Accuracy
(%)
Number
of rules
Number of
conditions
Number
of rules
explored
CPU
time
(s)
Accuracy
(%)
Number
rules
Number of
conditions
Number
of rules
explored
CPU
time
(s)
Abalone 18.5 313 1947 26 853 28 25.3 21 49 1012 1
Adult 77.5 6686 70 144 1986 685 29 938 83.1 118 395 16 193 415
Anneal 99.7 37 119 10 119 3 93.3 16 45 1912 1
Australian 83.9 148 807 26 301 4 85.2 29 115 2892 0
Auto 62.3 48 94 5534 0 62.3 14 44 1582 0
Balance-scale 77.0 213 691 3341 1 64.6 11 29 155 0
Breast 95.7 40 94 2023 1 92.3 10 20 257 0
Breast-cancer 68.4 86 284 5674 1 72.6 26 74 1311 0
Car 88.4 165 801 7826 2 84.2 44 137 1374 1
Chess 99.0 108 2164 176 109 347 98.5 31 141 8728 19
Cleve 77.7 33 73 2214 0 82.2 17 48 913 0
Crx 80.0 142 863 30 277 4 79.5 34 119 3624 1
Diabetes 66.8 190 739 12 399 2 71.5 12 25 305 0
German 70.9 247 1043 57 120 13 75.7 77 289 8402 3
German
organization
66.4 252 1381 90 770 29 76.6 58 286 9684 3
Glass2 69.1 46 154 2894 0 78.2 5 8 43 0
Heart-disease 81.1 60 158 4985 1 83.3 16 52 725 0
Heart-Hungarian 72.4 48 196 5611 1 79.6 11 28 396 0
Hepatitis 61.5 25 47 2023 0 82.7 11 29 519 0
Horse-colic 75.0 91 223 12 526 1 80.9 31 105 3902 1
Hypothyroid 94.9 138 1743 88 221 164 95.5 17 44 1000 2
Ionosphere 92.3 48 94 7654 2 94.0 15 38 1588 1
Iris 94.0 13 25 122 0 96.0 4 5 20 0
Lymphography 80.0 26 56 2431 0 86.0 15 37 882 0
Monk1 100.0 22 61 759 0 100.0 22 61 652 0
Monk2 98.8 262 1504 13 709 1 83.6 47 174 1572 0
Monk3 95.1 12 23 270 0 95.1 12 23 263 0
Mushroom 100.0 25 37 1556 5 100.0 28 83 2779 14
Promoter 74.3 14 26 3481 1 77.1 9 14 1146 0
Satimage 82.0 915 7993 798 350 1943 82.8 196 666 42 926 155
Segment 90.5 172 1198 51 880 35 89.6 42 112 3136 3
Shuttle 91.7 63 289 4689 87 99.7 55 108 1927 60
Sick-euthyroid 89.4 195 3119 154 065 291 97.2 22 66 1678 3
Sonar 68.6 37 67 9293 1 70.0 13 39 921 0
Soybean-large 93.9 76 542 46 253 13 82.0 29 82 3953 1
Splice 91.8 239 1127 209 203 340 92.7 135 474 66 354 118
Tic-tac-toe 94.7 89 374 7970 1 97.8 29 101 1757 0
Tokyo 91.3 83 478 48 551 27 89.4 19 49 3673 2
Vehicle 59.6 214 875 42 013 7 68.1 31 125 4032 1
Vote 97.0 33 134 4999 0 95.6 10 22 464 0
Total 3271.0 11 654 10 1787 3966 753 33 294 3343.9 1342 4361 204 652 805
Bold ﬁgures indicate the best results.
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However, with RULES-6, the number of rules was
lower for 10 data sets but higher for 30 data sets.
The smaller number of rules produced by C5.0 can
be attributed to the rule set (decision tree) pruning
techniques employed. Research is ongoing to
develop pruning techniques for the RULES-6 algor-
ithm. Overall, RULES-6 is very competitive when
compared with C5.0.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
RULES-6 is an improved version of the RULES-3 Plus
algorithm. The innovation in RULES-6 is that it has
the ability to handle noise in the data, which is
achieved by employing a search method that
tolerates inconsistency in the rule specialization pro-
cess. This makes the rule sets extracted by RULES-6
both more accurate and substantially simpler than
those produced using RULES-3 Plus. RULES-6 also
employs appropriate search-space pruning rules to
avoid useless specializations and to terminate
search during rule construction, which substantially
increases the efﬁciency of the learning process.
Finally, RULES-6 adopts a very simple criterion for
evaluating the quality of rules and a robust method
for handling attributes with continuous values,
which further improves the performance of the
algorithm. The new features of RULES-6 make it
not only more robust and effective but also more efﬁ-
cient, thus enhancing the usefulness of the algorithm
for applications involving very large data sets.
More work could be carried out to improve the
performance of the RULES-6 algorithm. Additional
rule-space pruning strategies could be considered
to increase the speed of the learning algorithm
further. Postpruning techniques could also be
used to reduce the error and complexity of the learned
rule set in a postprocessing phase. Finally, a method
for discretization of continuous-valued attributes
during the learning process could be considered.
Incorporating discretization into the learning
process has the advantage of taking into account
the bias inherent in the learning system as well as
the interactions between the different attributes.
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APPENDIX
Notation
Ai the ith attribute in an example
Ct the target class (the class to be
learned)
k the number of classes in a data
set
m a domain-dependent
parameter
MDL minimum description length
nclass the number of positive
instances covered by a
given rule
ncovered the total number of instances
covered by a given rule
nCt the number of instances in the
target class Ct
N the total number of instances in
the training data set
P0(Ct) the a priori probability of the
target class Ct
r0 any specialization of rule r
RULES RULe Extraction System
RULES-3 Plus RULe Extraction System –
Version 3 Plus
RULES-6 RULe Extraction System –
Version 6
s a seed example
vis the value of attribute Ai in the
seed example s
w the beam width
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